
“… I think for most people, under normal circumstances, eight 
hours. There are some people, though, myself included, in a  
category called ‘short sleepers.’ We can get by well on as little as 
four hours of sleep. It may be genetic.”
 Michael and I were in his suite discussing sleep, a subject 
that fascinated him. The first treatment had gone off without a 
hitch. He had felt good all day and had given the audience in Cape 
Town an outstanding show, but I could tell by his tone that he had 
something on his mind. 
 “Are there people who need more than eight hours a night?” 
he asked. 
  “Yeah, the very young and very old. Certain medical condi-
tions can also cause people to need more sleep, but eight hours is 
the norm.” 
 “What about people who can’t fall sleep?” 
 “Sleep problems come in two types: people who can’t fall 
asleep and people who can’t stay asleep.…”  
 “I can’t do either!” Michael interrupted. “I can’t fall sleep  
because I can’t turn my mind off. It’s worse before a show. I need 
everything to be perfect. I stay awake for hours, and when I finally 
do fall asleep, it doesn’t last more than an hour or two.”  
  Michael had told me repeatedly that his mind never stopped 
racing no matter what he did or what meds he took. I had  
suggested many possible treatments, from meditation to different 
types of psychotherapy. Michael meditated on a daily basis and 
had worked with a nutritionist, but he was not open to psycho-
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therapy.
 “When I am performing,” he went on, “I need at least ten 
hours of sleep.”  
  He was bargaining for longer treatments, but I wasn’t  
buying it. 
  “Michael, I have been on the road with performers before, 
and they did very well on eight hours or less. Carl Palmer used 
to do a three-hour set with his arms, hands, and legs constantly 
moving, and he didn’t need any more than eight hours of sleep.” 
 “He wasn’t like me. You don’t understand how hard I work.”  
 “All right, maybe,” I replied. 
 “At tomorrow night’s show, I want you to be my shadow. I 
want you to stand on the stage at the side and watch everything I 
do. Follow me every time I go to my dressing room. Every time, 
Rat! You’ll see what I am talking about. You’ll see.” 
  “OK, looking forward to it.”  
 There was no point in arguing. I didn’t know if Michael 
worked harder than other performers, but he thought he did, 
and that was a problem. Still, I had no qualms about saying no to 
him. I had carefully analyzed Michael’s medical situation and set 
a limit on the amount of medication I was comfortable using and 
the duration of each treatment. In my experience, more sleep 
would just make him tired, and I was concerned that more med-
ication would have a cumulative effect, which would be counter-
productive. 
 The next evening, Michael and I traveled to the concert  
together. I had never seen him so exhilarated. Of course, the fact 
that President Mandela would be coming to the show had a lot 
to do with his mood. When we arrived at the stadium, Michael 
walked me to the exact spot where he wanted me to stand, close 
to the quick-change room. I was directly next to the path he used 
to get on and off stage, and I had an unobstructed view. 
 Working with different groups, I had seen how difficult it is 
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to dance and sing at the same time. That’s why many artists lip 
synch. Not Michael. Even through his most challenging dance 
routines, he was able to maintain his vocals. 
 During the short breaks between songs, Michael stepped just 
offstage and made minor adjustments to his costumes. He also 
dashed into the quick-change room four times during the show 
for more extensive makeup and wardrobe changes. Each time, 
he made sure I was with him. By the second costume change, his 
white T-shirt had begun to look like he had worn it in the shower. 
During every change, I encouraged him to drink as much as  
possible. But to no avail. Two sips, and he was finished. That was 
it. No wonder he was so dehydrated.  
 Watching his makeup artist, Sylvia, and his dresser, Danny, 
work, was like seeing a Formula One pit crew in action: Michael 
barking orders, Sylvia feverishly fixing his makeup, and Danny, 
his fingers a blur, working the buttons and zippers. 
 The concert ended with an elaborate sketch coordinated 
to the song “What About Us?” Michael sprinted into the quick-
change room with sweat pouring down his face, his makeup 
smudged and running. I handed him water as Sylvia attended to 
his face. He was utterly spent and out of breath. 
 “You see!” he managed to say. “You see what I am talking 
about!”  
 The music to his encore, “Heal the World,” began, and  
Michael bolted out of his chair. Danny slipped a new jacket on 
him, and he rushed to center stage and began the number at 
full throttle. After it was over, Michael walked off stage for the 
night and collapsed onto a chair. He looked utterly emptied, but  
noticing me in the mirror, gave me a good hard look. 
  “Work with me, Rat,” he said. “Work with me.” 
  As affected as I was by the intensity of Michael’s perfor-
mance, I saw my job as making sure he was healthy enough  
physically and mentally to get on stage every night and do what 
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he did best. As far as I was concerned, things were going well. 
I had no intention of changing the duration of the treatments. 
Michael wasn’t happy about my decision, but he trusted me, and 
he had to accept it. That was the deal! 
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